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Chrysler
speaks at
caret!r day
by Michelle Masterson
staff writer

Dave Dunlop/Future

~

Crying over spilt milk

·

_

.

_

Torchy- Clark shows his anger with a referee at the UCF/ Southern game by wiping the slippery court after
what he considered a "bad call.''

Fair to highlight engineering ingenuity
by Carol Arnold
staffwrtter

A guest speaker, cash prizes, .simpler
·rules, and increased participation will
all be a part of this year's Engineer's
Fair, accol'ding to Dan Degard,
chairman of the fair committee.
"We have attempted to provide a
more pleasant atmosphere for ·our
visitors this year," said Degard, adding
that visiting corporations and consuiting firms who bring displays to this
annual celebration of engineer's talents
will have more space and freedom for
their displays. .
.

te~:~:~n~~a~:·s:rie~~s;e~~~o~~;~~i~~

Research Corporation, and Reynolds,
Smith and Hills are some of the
businesses attending the fair slated for
Feb. 19-20.
Several changes in the fair make this
yea~ different from last year. The
judging panel has been .changed
with individual judges coming from
more diverse fields. Also cash prizes
will be given out instead of books,
which were last year's a.wards.
The classification of projects has
been limfred to three main categories.
Projects (original work), displays and
entries from engineering societies will
ea h receive cash awards for first and
second place.
.
But the fair isn't all work and no
play, and the egg dropping contest is a
perfect example. The contest is open to
any student who devises- a scheme to _

. drop an egg off the top of the
without
Engineering
Building
breaking it. Weight of the entry, time
it takes to fall, and placement of the
egg from the drop zone will all be fac-·
tors in contest judging. Honeywell will ,
provide first, second and third place·
cash prizes for the egg drop winners.of
$15, $1 o, and $5 respectively.
The egg dropping contest will be
. held at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday for UCF
students, and 10 a.m. Tuesday and z
p.m. on Wednesday for visiting high
school students.
A balsa wood bridge contest also .
will highlight the competition. The
1

v- -c--

winner of ·the contest last year, who
also went on to win national competitio~ is Steve Walker. Walker has
written the game plan for this year's
event for UCF students and thinks the
, new pitch will bring out the best·
. engineers.
Engineers will be required to select ·
their own balsa wood for the bridges.
In the past, kits were acceptable. The
testing of the · bridges will . begin at
noon Wednesday.
Entrants must
· arrive by :i 1 a.m. with their miniature
bridges.
The cash prizes for the winners will
Fair,.page 19

Even with $1.5 billion in federal
government loan guarantees, the
financially-plagued
Chrysler Corporation has "not solved all of its
problems," revealed Chris Kennedy
director of federal government affairs
for the Chrysler Corporation.
"We' re not suggesting that Chrysler
problems are over or that the government loan ·guarantees will solve them
all," he said.
Kennedy's speech was the highlighf
of the second annual Career ·nay held.
Wednesday and sponsored by the
College of Business.. Career Day i_s an
event which gives business students an
opportunity to meet with local -and
national bus·iness men and women .
Sixteen presentation~ were split into
the five general categori-es of accounting,
finance,
general
business.
-management, and marketing and were
given by different members of the
business community. The speakers
discussed facts and opinions concerning their professions in order to
provide insight into the characteristics
of their field .
In
·his
presentation
entitled
"Chrysler Today?'.' Kennedy cited "the
distortion of the free enterprise system
by government regulation" as the
major factor causing the Chrysler
deficit._ He specifically said the fuel
economy regulation was the trouble
maker. Production for Chrysler now
costs three tim€s the amount of money
it takes to put a man on the moon .
because of the
fuel
economy
regulation, he said:
Kennedy said the Chrysler Corporation's new image is built on a
series of efficiency building !:>locks
Career day; page 14

-h-as trou.ble.luring.c.andida.te.s to campus

by Barbara Cowell
aasoclateedltor

Difficulties in finding candidates willing to visit UCF has.
postponed th~ Village_Center Speakers Committee's campaign to b-ring presidential hopefuls on campus.
,
According to VC program director Paul Franzese, we re
back at square one in trying to get visiting c~ndidates to
speak on campus. "Quite so.me time ago we were. approached by a student involved . in the Young Repubhcan
Club," Franzese said. "He wanted to know if we could cosponsor candidates for office to talk to the students. We
though the idea was excellent."
~ While Franzese concedes the chance of securing a speaker
isn't good, he was willing _to give it a try. "We weren ;t
sure whether or not we could .handle it," he said. "We also
had to try to decide on a format, one that would ~e well
received."
Presidential candidates of ho-th parties were sent letters inviting them to campus. It was then that Franzese started to
encounter problems. "We tried to impress upon them that

Today's Future ·
Olympic boycott
After years of personal dedication and
training U.S. athletes are facing the dim
prospect of a postponed or cancelled
Olympics. Read the response of two
Olympic hopefuls to Carter's suggested
boycott on page 16.

they woulcl be _meaking to a larg_ student population,
surrounded by college atmosphere with a non-partisan approach." he said.
·
"There is a problem finding people to donate time to the
project. It's impossible to get a committee together," Franzese
added.
Franzese said he assumed that if UCF could secure ~me
sp; aker then others would follow. "We have made known
what would be available to the candidate,'.' he said ..
Some problems also began with candidates that did.n't
have an organization in Florida and didn't plan to campaign
heavily in _Florida. "There i_s n~ one to approach_," Franzese
said.
_ Ronald Reagan is the likeliest candidate to visit UCF.
Franzese said, "He'll be back in Florid.a two more time<
before the March primary. ' Maybe he can be persuaded tc
come to the university."
"Our purpose is obvious," Franzese said, "We wan.t to g:t
information on the candidates to the students. We re stil l
waiting and still hoping."

Connalry forum
John Connally.presented his conservative
view to voters gathering in the_, Harley
Hotel last Tuesday evening. See our
reporter's covera~e oj the presidentia·l
cand~date on page 1.1.

Classy review_.
What do students think of UCF
theatrical productions? Read excerpts
from a critical analysis class assignment
in which students reviewed the UCF
theatre production of "Gaslight" on page
12.
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UCF lYewsfronts
Fitness Day at.UCF to f eatlire

sports activities, mini-clinics

Miami Dolphins Coach Bill Arnsparger and Olympic Track Coach Jimmy
Carnes will head a list of ~ports and physical education practitioners at Commnnitv Fitness Dav. Feb. 23. at UCF.
Everyone is inyit~~ to Fitness Day, b~ginniJ?g with registrat~on _at 8 a.m. '.
which will be crammed with activities, said Dr. John Powell, UCF 'coordinatorl
for the event. A $2 fee will cover. everything but the 10,000-meter run thatsignais the start of action.
Entrants in the 10,000 meter ~un who pre-register for $5 will receive a special
tee-shirt indicating -they participated in the Southeastern Clinic of the President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, said Powell.
Among the activities open to all who register.for the S~turday event will be the
opportunity for a personal fitn~ss profile, a runner's clinic, youth soccer, mini-clinics on golf, swimming, tennis and weight training , and another specifically for
older citizens that will concentrate on physical fitness goals for that age group.
There also will be a bicy'cle tour (bring your own) of the UCF campus, a session
on strength t.raining for body builders and weight lifters, and another which will
outline healthful nutritional habits for older Americans.
For more information on Community fitness Day registration and the day's activities at UCF, call 275-2123 or 275-2595 .

CLASSES WHICH FIRST MEET
DURING THE WEEK

FINAL EXAMINATION PERIOD

8 am Monday
9 am Monday
10 Monday
11 am Monday
12 noon Monday
1 pm Monday
2 pm Monday
3 pm Monday
4 pm Monday
6 pm Monday
7 pm Monday
8 pm Monday
8 am Tuesday
9 am Tuesday
10 am Tuesday
11 am Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
1 pm Tuesday
2 pm Tuesday
3 pm Tuesday
4 pm Tuesday
6 pm Tuesday
7 pm Tuesday
8 pm Tuesday
6 pm Wednesday
6 pm Thursday

8 - 9:50 am Mon., Mar. 17
8 - 9:50 am Wed., Mar. 19
10- 11 :50 am Mon., Mar. 17
10- 11:50 am Wed., Mar. 19
12- 1:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
2 - 3:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
2- 3:50 pm Wed., Mar. 19
4 - 5:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
4 - 5:50 pm Wed., Mar. 19
6 - 7:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
8 -9:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
To Be Announced
8 - 9:50 am Tues., Mar. 18
8 - 9:50 am Thurs., Mar. 20
10- 11:50 am Tues., Mar. 18
10- 11 :50 am Thurs., Mar. 20
12 - 1:50 pm Thurs., Mar. 20
2 - 3:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
2 ~ 3:50 pm Thurs., Mar. 20
4 - 5.:50 pm.Tues., Mar. 18
4- 5:50 pm Thurs., zmar. 20
6- 7:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
8-9:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
8 - 9:50 pm Thurs. , Mar. 20
6- 7:50 pm Wed., Mar. 19
6 - 7:50 pm Thurs. , Mar. 20

,,

UCF to enter Southeastern
bowl tournament at Emory .

Singles·Shabbat to welcome
young people of community

UCF will partic1~ate 1.n the So.utheasteri:i Regional College lfo wl Tou_rnament
played at Emory University on Friday and Saturday Feb . 22 and 23. Quiz teams
from schools across the Southeast also will compete for a spot in th e national
· h.
b h ld F b
h .
~h. ~_mp1?n~ 1p to e e
e . 28 - Marc 4 m Huntingt~m , West Va., at Ma rshall
~uvers1ty.
.
All rounds will be held in White Hall on the Emory campus. The action will run
from 6:30 to 11 p.m. Feb. 22 , and from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Feb. 23 . The games are
free and open to the pub! ic.
Emory's team has already earned a spot in the nationals by virtue of earlier victories, and the Southeast~rn Tournament will decide another team to compete in
Huntington as well.
The I 5 colleges· to be represented at the Emory games are UCF, Agnes Scott
College, the University of Alabama·, Berry Col1ege, Dalton Junior College, Eckerd
College, Emory University, the University of Florida, Florida State University, the
University of Georgia, Georgia Tech, Macon Junior College and the Univeristy of
Miami.
·
Emory's varsity team will play in the nationals, but other students will represent
Emory in the Southeastern Tournament.

A singles Shabbat sponsored by the Congrega tion of Liberal Judaism will be
held on F eb. 15 at 8: 15 p.m. at 928 Malone Dr. in Orlando. Attending will be
R bb' L
H l
d A d H 'll an
·
a 1s arry a pern an
n y 1m .
Persons of all faiths a re welcome to attend the Shabbat. You must be 18 to attend. The Shabbat is designed for young people to make friends in the community
and meet new people. A reception wj ll immediately follow the worship services.

\.

Annual ROTC Military ·e all
.held at Naval Training Center
Army ROTC held their 3 lst annual Miljtary Ball at'the Naval Training Center
in Orlando recently.
Guest speaker for the 200 in attendance was Lt. Gen. Sammet. Other honored
guests included Dr. Jack Rollins, acting dean of the College of Social Sciences and
Maj. and Mrs Bowley USAF, retired from Stetson.
The evening .i ncluded dinner, dancing and a speech by Sammet.
\

I

Correction

PRATT I WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP

Two weeks ago the Future from 5 to 9 p.m. The new docreported that a woman doctor tor only will keep office hours
would be on duty in the . on Tuesday evening, accorStudent Health Center from ding to Dr. E.W. Stoner, direcTuesday through_ Saturday tor of Health Services.

A division of

- UNITED TECHNOLOGIES .

will be

ON
CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 27, 1980
to interview candidates
for attractive opportunities
in HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Consult your Placement Office
for degree and field of study
requirements
·

· up~rt .

· CORAL ~EEF __ ~UB
. 39f0 A!afaya Trail -·-

The Arts-

Al Pacino
"Serpico"
® -

Diane Keaton
"Looking for Mr. Goodbar"

®

Show Times 7:30-9:45
Mldnlte Shows Fri& Sat
7 Ft. Big Screen
275-3052

15 % STUDENT DISCOUNT
Privileges with Student I.D.
DISCOUNTS on complete Italian dishes for lunch and dinner including
specials Sunday through Saturday except Friday night. DISCOUNTS
on Take-out pizza everyday.

Formerly Pizza Express
Open 11 am to i 1 pm & Sunday 5:00 to 10 pm
Phone 671-5807

7325 Aloma Ave (Goldenrod)
Orlando, Florida 32807

~

C aJllP-_U.__S_·__

~~
F_eh_ru_ary_1_s,_19s_o__
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UCF employee tells his story as conscien.tious objector
by Rachel Platt
staff writer

Glenn Hardeman says he wants to
keep UCF students from making the
same mista.kes he made when he was a
student and filed for conscientious objector status during the Vietnam War.
In light of talks of the rekindling of
registration and the draft, Hardeman
stepped forward to speak.
"If students are or think they are ·
conscientious objectors, they need to
investigate and see what they need to
do ," said the UCF employee. "People
need to know the legal processes and ·
alternatives."
Hardeman also said he has no desire
to talk people into being conscientious
objectors. "In fact, I try to discourage
-it' as much as -possible because if they

/

Glenn Hardeman ·

Campus tun-and-games
presents injury threat
and splints-and will transport on
campus, he said.
.
"We will cancel the game, if there's
11 taff writer
~
·chance continuing it might
If, yol;l plan to participate in inaggravate the injury ," added Knutson.
tramural sports, plan on providing
If the injury requires an ambulance
your owQ first aid. ·
immediately, the campus police are
According to Loren Knutson, direccall ed, a nd they subsequently call for
tor of Recreational Services, no first
an ambul ance.
a id is provided to participating teams
" On ce th e poli ce departm ent
beca use the univ ersity would be held
a rrives, it 's theirs," sa id Knutson .
li abl e.
According to E.W. Stoner , d irector
" We don't say provide any fir st a id
of the Student Hea lth Center, students
beca use we run into lega l problems if
m ust go to the Hea lth Center on camwe do," sa id Knutson.
pus fi rst, to get coverage for medica l
"W hoever's out there {on the fi eld or
in th e gym) will provide immediate
expenses.
Although some intramura l games
a id , like anybody would. T he people
are held at ni ght, w hen no do ctors are
(pa rticipants)
provide
reasonable
present in the Health Center , neither
ca re," he added.
Knutson or Stoner saw injuries during
The current policy handles four
those games as a problem.
degrees o~ injuries.
"We have a trained nurse on staff at
If a minor injury occurs, the in- .
the Health Center 24 hours ·a day. lf
dividual is sent to the Student Health
Center for treatment and can reenter . there is anything she can't handle, we
the game if the injury isn't serious.
(doctors) can·dispense instructions over
"We wouldn't say they couldn't play
the telephone," said Stoner.
unless the situation warranted it. If
According to Knutson, the overall
injury . rate isn't very high . "I don't
they insist on playing, we have no legal
authority to keep from doing so," said
believe we've called for an ambulance
since I've been here, whic}:i is just over
Knutson.
If the injury _does not require imtwo years," Knutson said.
mediate hospital treatment, but is
He added the sport r~sulting in the
more serious than a "cut or bruise"
most injuries per game was soccer,
(like a sprained ankle), :Knutson said a
"because of all the kicking and close
friend usually transports the injured
contact." Basketball results in the most
player to the Health Center.
injuries overall bec~use so many more
"At ·times we have a three-wheel
games are played, he said.
vehicle that we can use to transport,
Stoner said the majority of injuries
but it's not always available," Knutsontreated by the Health Center were consaid.- .
tusions (blows) a1;1cl sprains.
If the injury is to the extent that the
The intramural games are officiated
patient can't be moved (a neck or back
by student representatives from parinjury), the campus police are called.
ticip~ting teaI!_ls.
Intramural, page 6
They have the_equipment=-stretchers
by Diane Taylor

Three to four months later Harcan be discouraged, I don't think they
9eman was contacted by the FBI. He
are conscientious objectors," he said.
was told of the seriousness of his acHardeman did not know the legal
tions and was informed that lie would
process fpr filing for conscientious obbe contacted by the U.S. Marshall's ofjector status when he registered for the
fice. Within several months,' he was
draft. And according to him, ·that was
contacted and taken to an office and
the main reason he ending up in court.
WHEN, HARDEMAN went to. register
fingerprinted and let go on good faith .
Several months later Harcleman's
for the draft , h~ was asked if he was a
arraignment was scheduled.
conscientious objector. At that time,
As it turns out, Hardeman was granhe equated a conscientious objector
ted conscientious objector status. -Acwith a communist.
He said, "I
cording to Hardeman, the judge said ,
· mistakenly understood ·that a conscien"If ever there was a conscientious obtious objector meant that you were a
jector, I was it."
communist, so when they asked me at
He then had to serve two years of
registration if I was a CO I thought,
alternative service for an organization
'No, I'm not a communist.'" Hardewhich contributed to national health,
. man registered that day but not as a
maintenance, safety or welfare: The
conscientiou·s objector.
organization was determined through
About a year later, he filed an apthe court system. · Hardeman worked
peals form which he had gotten from
at
a hospital and a church for those
the draft board. On that form he listed
two years.
reasons for being a conscientious obHardeman said he feels th'at
jector. His form was rejected because
anybody who thinks they are a con- .
it was the wrong form. He then contacscientious objector should be prepared
ted the draft board and was told to
. to spend five years in jail if they have
take· it up at induction. .
to. He added, "At least from my point
When . the name Hardeman was
of view, anybody that -believes they .
called at induction, no one stepped
shouldn't kill .people should believe in
forward. It was called again, and
it strongly enough that they are willing
Hardeman informed them that he
to spend five years in jail without any
wasn' t going to st~p forward. He was
hard feeling ."
then taken aside and was told to give
"If there are people out there that
rea?ons wh y he didn't want to kill
are conscientious objectors, I want
people.
th em to do it right, he s~id. It should
ACCORDING to Hareman , "It's not
be done at registration."
what you believe, it's how you back it
"I think _it's good to know tha t we do
up." He said he was told at the induchave freedom in this nation and I think
tion center to pro ve wh y he felt the
it' s good to kn ow we arc trea ted
way he d id an d conv ince them he lived
fa irl y," he concluded.
the wav he believed.

~~l
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Senate passes funding for baja,buggy; phone installation
by Diane Taylor
staff writer

·

.

/

·

The UCF Student Senate passed ~~ills Tuesday after an hour and a half of
debate.
.
The first bill, introd\lced by Sen. Bob Turner, allocated $680 for construction of
the American Society of Mechan'ical Engineers Student Chapter's mini-baja
project-a land vehicle to be entered in nation college competition.
The bill was amended by Sen. Mike Abernethy to allocate $400 instead of "the
original $680. Turner, a me~~.cf the A.S.M.E., argued that the $280 cliffeqmce
could not be raised, and that the project would have to be cancelled. ·
Presiclei:it pro-tern Michelle Tharp then proposed a "friendly amendment"
raising the-amount of the first amendment t,0' $500. ~twas accepted by Abernethy,
and subsequently passed by the Senate.
THE SECQND bill, presented before the Senate by Sen. Jose Alvarez, allocated
$35 7 .90 for a telephone for the Biological Science Graduate Research Assocjation.
Mike Scho11a, spokesman for the Graduate Research Association, addressed
the Senate about the telephone situation in the Biolo_gical Science Building.
"The only phone for the department is on the second floor. The 20 graduate
students, who teach over 2,000 students a year for professor on leave, are concentrat~d on the fol}~th floor and have i:io way of communicating with their students if
the call in " cholla said.
- -

The money would ·p rovide for .installation and use of the phone for one year.
SEN. MARCUS Marcen amended ~he bill to· allocate money for the cost of installation only .
.
Scholla objected, saying, "The Biology budget was cut ip half this year, and
. there are no funds o pay for monthly telephone bills. Ne~t year's budget will include telephone bills, however."
Sen. Pete Morlock then proposed a friendly amendment to pay for installation of
1 the telephone and four months of service, until the new fiscal year begins and new
department budget takes effect.
The second 'amendment was accepted by Marcen and passed the Senate.
Earlier in the Senate meeting, _Student Body President Armando Payas announced that a study for construction of a parking lot behind the Biological Science
Building has been completed.
·
"The estimated cost is $90,000, which we currently have in the University
Decal Fund. I think a resolution would be in order so that we can have the parking
lot completed by the encl of this summer," Pay.as said.
No action was taken on the resolution this week, however.
Payas also distributed a· petition for a fast-food restaurant to be con~tructed adjacent to the university.
In other Senate action , Payas_ appQinted Benny Rios and Robert· Land to the
Sena te. Sen. Cheryl Atscue resigned.

,,
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Lenten service

to be held

"'1lT ~

SOME Ptl'J\4EM)

S~ 60N .'

Feb. 20 is Ash Wednesday, and there
will be a mass and the Distribution of
Ashes for all students, faculty and staff
who want to take part in this age old
custom of beginning the season of
Lent.
The liturgy will be celebrated by
Father · Joseph Calerone, O.S.A.,
diocesan director of campus ministry.
The VC Assembly Room will be used ,...1

.-•.-s_...___...,________...______.,......_.'"-______.,a.,;;;;;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

to accommodate the large number that
is expected.
In other years the
Multipurpose room was used, but due
to the new University-Uining Room .
arrangement, the MPR room is not
·
·9
available.
Members of the Newman Club will
provide music with Steve Cimorelli
and Mary Beard playing guitar, and
Cindi Colli~s playing the flute.
S.tudents also will be helping Sister
Barbara Scully arrange the altar vestments and offertory. For more information, please call the Caqipus
Ministry office at 275-2468 .

social
a "dial-a-job" line in which callers can
work,
polftfcal
science,
psychology, history and economics.
get a weekly breakdown of job opportunities at the university.
Candidates should have a GPA of 3.0
and have completed 20 hours or more
By dialing 275-2778, Central
Florida job seekers will receive an up- · in the social sciences. The membership
to-date report on current openings at
fee of $15 includes a year's subscription to the society's journal, the InterUCF,
citing
salary,
minimum
qualifications required, and closing
national Behavioral Scientist. A
date for .applications.
meeting of initiates will be held in the
spring.
The 24-hour service was created to
make ~UCF job Vpcancies "more
readily~ available to persons off the
campus as well as those at UCF," said
James C~repow, associate director of
personnel services.
There will be a pre-game celebration
The "~areer Opportunity Line," as
for the Rollins game on Feb. 9 from 10
the -new service is called, will supp.m. to 2 a.m. at the ABC Super Disco
plement a weekly bulletin board of
on South . Semo ran near the K-Mart
university job opportunities currently
plaza. The celebration will be sponSomething- new has been added to _
mailed to 80 Central Flo~ida agencies.
the ser~ces provided by UCF's Persored by the ·UCF Dancing Knights .
For more information call Donna
so~nel Depart~ent, ~hich has- initiated
- -- -· ··Boyd at 644-1398 or 275-7479.

Tau Beta Pi to offer
chances on calculators
Tau Beta Pi,
the
National
Engineering Honor Society, is selling
tickets to a drawing for two
calculators starting Feb. 19. · . The
calculators are a HP- 34C, retail value
$150, and a TI-SBC retail value $130.
Ticket prices are $I per ticket or 15
tickets for $10. Tickets may be purchased from any Tau Beta Pi member.
The drawing for winners will be March 4 at 10 a.m. in front of the
Engineering Building .next to the Tau
Beta Pi Bent.
For more information call Joe
Adams at 275-4703, John McConnell
at 859-0073 or Dave Woods at 2754603.

Pre-Game celebration
held for Rollins game

'Dial-a-job' phone line
furnishes information .

Sup~ort

·rheArts
That's·
where
the people

· Delta Tau Kappa
takes applicatio.ns

Applications for membership in
Delta Tau Kappa, the international
social honor society, ~re now being accepted by Dr. Robert Miller of the
~ociology Department. Membership
for undergraduate students is open to,
majors in socio'logy, anthropology,

..

._~

SAS, BAP to feature
speakers for meeting

_Journalism society
to sponsor Job Mar~ II

The Student Accounting Society and
Beta Alpha Psi will hold a joint
meeting at noon today in ENGR 360.
. The featured speakers will be Ronald
Payne and pam Wright. Both Payne
and Wright are Certified . Public Accountants from Pete, Marwick, Mitch~_ll and Co. in Tampa.

The Society of Professional Journalists
(SDX) will hold their next meeting on
'Feb. 19 at 3 p.m. in HFA 205 .
Members are asked to attend.
Initiation and Job Mart. II will be
discussed ·

marketplace
'1elp wanted

for sale

for rent

deadlines·

Housecleaners for part time work. Flexible hours·
$4.00/hour. 671-7463. Leave message. 422-2028
evenings.

Clarinets-BUFFET Master Model $350. BUNDY
$100. PIONEER Cassette Deck $100. Call 2735631. Make offer~ Also want roommate.

Private efficiency apt.-4 rooms-behind Colonial
Plaza (near Eat-West. $100/mo & util. · Single
female only. C~ll 896-5796, ask for Marissa.

Wanted-Accounting student familiar with
variable cost and/or manufacturing accounting
systems. Short term, no pencil pushing, fee basis;
good experience. Call Pat after 8:30 p.m. 3271403.

Beautiful brick ranch-style home on 1 acre in
executive area of Oviedo offering 3 bdrm, two
baths & private study. Convenient to UCF.
$97,000. REAL ESTATE ONE, 365-5666.

Classified.ads must be submitted in person. no
later than Monday, 4 p.m. and paid for at time of
placement. On-campus rates are per ine: 50cr for
one issue; 45cr for two issues; 40¢ for three
issues; and 35cr for four or more issues.

Have you registered to vote? Call

The Future would like to thank

Dedicated Art Student with sculp~ure experience
needed part time. Great offer for individual with
design abilities. Call Pat after 8:30 p.m. 3271403.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year rou11d. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1,200 mnnthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. For
info-Wfiter IJC, Box 52-87 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.
Wanted...:..students to work as personal attendants
for male handicapped student beginning Spring
Quarter, 1980. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph.
275-2371. Special Services.

personal
Roommate wanted: To share 3 bdrm apt. 4731 B
Oakwood Village, lake Nan, Goldenrod Rd. $93/mo
& % utilities. Call Kim or Pam. 677-0589.
Female roommate wanted: Nonsmoker, neat &
responsible. Rent-$108 apiece. Move in soon. Call
Vicky or Connie. 331-6589.
Roommate wanted to share house. Must be neat &
non-smoker. Pool. 671-7463. Leave message.

Privacy plus in this 4 bdrm, 4 bath home between
420-3451 for more information. 'the brothers of Lambda Chi
two lakes. Many extra features incl. paddle fans,
Participate in your government. Alpha for delivering the Futures
inside BBQ, two screen porches, dock, gazebo.
Register Today!
for us every Friday morning.
Se~ng~belie~n~$9~50~REALESTATEONE · ~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~-------------~
365-5666.
' I
Toyota Celica for sale - 5 speed, air, tinted
. windows, sunroof, A:M/FM, 29000 miles. Gets 29
mpg; asking $5995. Please call after 5:00 p.m.
Larry or Ray 275-6121.
1978 Firebird-excellent condition. PIS, P/B, air,
AM/FM. Adult owned. 305-V8 good mileage, new
TIA r~dials. $4700. Call 647-8773.
73 Ford VAn - New paint, good tires, auto, AC, PB,
BS, $1795 or best offer. 299~5656.
MOPED. 1979-70 miles $300. 277-4366 after 8.
Contessa guitar, plush case & stand for $60. Film
developing equipment, includ. enlarger timer &
more-$40. Wedding set, white gold. $65. Call
677-1003.
1975 Chevy Nova; radio, heat air, new engine
63,000 miles, Must sell now. Call 365-580~.
'

other
FREE-Fem. white rat. Call after 6 275 _

.

7853
t------------------1

notice

Room for Rent, Nice Oviedo Home. 365-6203.
Prefer non-smoking Graduate Student.
BACKPACKING for Beginners! Spring break in.
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transportation by bus; all equipment provided. Limite"
space. Outdoor Adventures, 93 SE 43 Street,
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or
write for more information.

•
services

1~78

All Campus Organizations:

Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current
typists available to type your term papers, theses
reports and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more information.

Typing Services - Professional work at reasonable
rates. Term papers, theses, resumes, etc., grammar, spelling , punc. -corrected. Free paper. Pick
up and delivery. available. Patti D' Amours. 6782599.

Professional, accurate typing for all reports,
pape~s, theses, & resumes. Grammar, punc.,
spelling corrected. Call Jan at 423-8486 or Ann at
298-4230. Fee negotiable.

Licensed Lie Detection Examiner. 574-1186. -NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT? Do it on campus! Diet
Workshop meets every Mon. 7 pm in VC 200.
Special student rates. Call 869-8600.

Typing/editing. large or small jobs. Judy: 2752351 or 677-1902.

MCAT-DAT Review Course. Take the course individually in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days. PO Box 77034,
Atlanta, GA 30309. (404) 874-2454.

Typing, experienced with term papers theses
resumes, editing: paper supplied. IBM S~lectric ll
C/T. Reasonable. Marti Lyons - UCF-2811. Home365-6874.

ABORTION SERVl~ES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.

Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. CAii Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years experience at UF, USF, and AS SECRTARY AND
FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses dissertations term papers, 1st class work assu;ed with
IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
647-4451, after 2.

di
You have only yourself to sell! Creative resumes
ea ine for display advertising of distinction and quality. "Designed for You."
is Monday at noon. Only .ap- Call Lisa at Peterson and Wolfe Public Relations.
proved campus departments and 671-5995.
organizations will receive billing
Female roommate wanted: to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath. status. All other organizations
Joan's typing service. Cash or Barter, 83 0-5871 ·
house 4facilities.
miles from
$160/mo.
Ines.or util.;
laundry
$50 UCF.
dep. Call
275-3848
275an d c Iu b s must pay a t t i me O f
Professional typing. 10 yrs exp. Term papers,
2865. Marti. Available end of Winter Quarter.
placement.
reports, resumes. paper provided. Call Linda 671. •'·· .... - .,....
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ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confi~ential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization 609 E. Colonial DR., Orlando.
898-0921

D

1 . ...

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2233
Free Pap.smear an d brea~t exam
Call for appomtment-Counsehng f?r men

BETACenter,419N.Magnoha,Orl.
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offers·

1980 CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students
To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855·0i81)-1·5 p.m. any
day. You than register for Main Cam~us Courses at your scheduled appointment time by going to the Problem
Table.

SPRING 1980
Reg.
Key

Sec.

No.

Course

PM Time

Day

6-9
6-9

Wed.
Mon.

6-10

Wed.

2·5
6-9
Call SOC

Tues. Daytime
Wed.

6·9

.Mon.

Tltle

Hrs.

BUSINESS
ACC
BUL

2324.
3111

51
51

3
3

EDF
EVT
EVT
EVT

3255
3062
3365
3366

91

4

Financial Accounting II
Legal Environment of Business

EDUCATION
Classroom Mgmt & Learning
EVT3367
EVT3371
EVT·3562
EDG4941

Nci. prereq. required

ENGINEERING
GEO
EGN
also

3370
4824

51
51

3
3

Resources Geography
Energy and Man
Gra ... level courses on TV Tapes

HEALTH ~ELATED PROFESSIONSHSC

3328

91

3

U.S. Health Care Systems

HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS
ENC
AMH
ENC

1103
3310
3352

51
51
51

4
4
3

MAC

1104
· 1020

51
51

4
3

Composition I
American Social History
Professional Report Writing I

6-10
6-10
·5.9

Mon.
Thur.
Thur• ..

5.7
6-9*

Tues.-Thur.
Tues. ASC*

1·5
7-10
6-10
6-10
6-10
6-10

Thurs. Daytime
Tues.
Wed.
Mon. No prereq. required
Tues.
Thurs. No prereq. required ·

NATURAL SCIENCES

zoo

College Algebra
Biology of Man (Color TV)

SOCIAL SCIENCES
GEO
SPC
,PSY

soc

SSI
ADV

3470
1014
2013
3150
4932
4801

51
51
51
51
91

3
4
4
4·
4

World .Political Geography
Fund. of Oral Communication
General Psychology I
Criminology
Science Fiction
Advertising Cam'paigns

- ...

-

*Other Day/Time Arranged AT STUDENT'S CONVENIENCE
--

THE ABOVE COURSES FIT INTO YOUR SCHEDULE AS f OLLOWS:
Required For
Bus. Maiors
ENC 1103
ENC335i
MAC 1104
ACC2324
BUL3111
SPC 1014

Approved Envlronmentals
For Business MaJors
GEO 3370 EN
EGN4824 qi'
HSC3328 >HR
EDF3255 >ED
SOC3150}
ADV4801 SS
SSl4932
ENC3352 >HF
GE03470

'l

Adv. Envlronmentals
For Everyone
GE03470
BUL3111
EDF3255
GE03370
EGN4824
HSC3328
AMH3310
ENC3352
SOC31$0
ADV4801
SSl4932

COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwrlter II computer termfnal tied to ·the main campus.
UCF students located In SOC'• service area are encouraged to use this equipment. Call
for a time allocation between 8 a~m. an~ 10 p.m. ·
H you want these courses you can REGISTER by PHONE TO SOC now-1 to 5 p.m. any day. Please call us.regard· .
Ing, other courses and/or degree programs that you would llke offered at SOC.

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7 300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
· · On South Ornage Blossom Trail
. Dr. R.C.HARDEN, DIRECTOR

. 50.

soc
•McCOY•
~-----~

ii Siiiiiiliiiiiiii

-~--------~-~---------
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Tickets as rare as oil and in as much demand
by Barry Dillon
freelance writer

After the UCF/Florida Southern
game Saturday, it appears UCF
basketball tickets are as rare as
· g~soline.

With hundreds of people being turned away Saturday and the Rollins
game sold . out a week in advance, it
seems that UCF has outgi:own its 2400
seat gymnasium, according to athletic

officials.
"I guess you could call it growing
pains," said Bill Goldsby, athletic
business manager, who has· the responsibility of managing the ticket booths.
"Regularly, there are only 600
people at a game, now 75 percent of
my day is taken up by this ticket
situation," said Goldsby.
The tremor was felt before Saturday's UCF/Florida Southern q~-a~e.

With sheets of. telephone messages
blanketing his desk, phone call after
phone call tying up his Une, and people
hammering at his door, Athletic Director Dr. Jack O'Leary said, "People are
coming out of the woodwork."
He predicted it would "be a mess" at
the game.
.
And his predictions proved true as
lines strethed for half-a-mile, tickets
· sold out in half-an-hour, ~nq _about 400

people were turned away. A closed
circuit television displayed the game in
the cafeteria to appease the crowci.
"That was an unusual occurre:nce
with two top-ranked NCAA teams
· playing ea:ch other in a regular season
game," said O'Leary. "In th past
years, any student · with an LD. ·was
allowed in, except of course, for the
Rollins game. "But as the program
builds, so does the demand ."
"~i~cayne, being the first conference
game, gave us the feeling that all conference games would be a sell out," he
said,. "Then St. Leo only had 1600
students."

k'" . ,~~.,~,
L~ng line~

'

·-·

at the station

BrlanlaPeter/Future

Students wait in line for hot-to-go UCF/Rollins basketball...tickets. Biology major Rob Persons gained his
place at the head with a little ingen·uity and a 6:45· a.m. a-rrival.

lntramurals
"We just started a ·new policy this
quarter. Each team must elect an of. ficial to officiate ·once a week before
the team rs even put ·on the schedule,"
said Knutson.
All of the referees are required to attend an hour-long clinic, where they·
are instructed on. their duties, before
officiating any games. .
According to Knutson, "The quality
of officiating is about the same here as
anywhere,_but atle_?st the way . it's set

I

frompage3
up, bad officials won't referee more
than once a week."
· John Yanas, a basketball referee
and softball umpire, said "Most of the
referees aren't calling the games as
strictly as they should be."
"I think ordering the fraternities to
select officials is good to get .a greater .
number of people, but I think they
should have more than a one-hour
training session," said Yanas. He
suggested administering qualification

ENERGY~
c · '\

We can't affor~ to waste it~
'

tests for officials, or putting officials on
a trial basis.
Knutson said, "A referee does not
determine how safe a game is. When a
game gets rough, it's the players who
are at fault."
"An official can call a strict game,
but can only call what happens on the
court. If someone jumps on someone
else, the referee can call a foul, but the
damage is already done," said Knutson.

l VARIETY OF SERVICES
.

·DISCOUNT TICKETS

-------------·

Busch Gardens
Rosie O'Gradys

Duties: Directly responsible for f inanCial management
weekly campus n e_wspaper, including the raising of revenue
through advertising, budget preparations; purchasing, payroll
and circulation. Supervises advert'ising sales and production
and staff of student salesmen and make-up personnel. Responsible to newspaper's editor-in-chief and .serves as a member of
the university's Board of Publications .
·

Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 gradepoint average at UCF, be at least a third-quarter freshman, and
must have been enrolled at the university for at least the last
two quarters . Candidates must show their experience and/or
academic achievement in business management.

Application: Candidates will be sel_ect~d accord~ng. t~ th~
procedure states in the Board of Publications Const1t.~t1on apd
By-Laws. Applications are available from Dr. Fredenc Fedler,
board member,. in HFA 535, phone 275-2861, and completed
applications must be received by midnight, February· 25,
1980, to be considered.

But what about next year?
"We will have to play it by ear, ·
unless a different decision is made at
the Athletic Authority meetings," saiq
O'Leary. "We really won't know for
ce.r ta in until the season is over and we
can sit back and look at the past

..-t~~~·'-V~\ CENTRALIZED SERVICES
~
~
.OFFERS YOU A
0 '/' CEN1\\ ~"

Business Man~ger

"We had a computer printout of all
student social security numbers and
checked them off to make sure that one
card didn't get more than one ticket,"
said Student Government spokesman
Wayne Buckholdt.
Since the Rollins game is the last
home game of the season, 'it marks the
end . of the troublesome ticket
distribution for this year.-

0

\>" .
_.Future Management Position Available

"It is quite unpredictable," O'Leary
said, "About all we can depend on is
the Rollins games being sold out."
Student Government opened the
sales for Wednesday's Rollin-? game at
8 a.m. Feb . 11 and were out of 1200
tickets by noon.
The tightest security was instituted
to ensure that every student had an opportunity t~ get a ticket, according to
SG officials.

Eastern Federal
Wometco (Park East & West)
General Cinema
lriterstate 6
Plaza Rocking Chair
Great Southern Music Hall
University Drive-In
Once Upon A Stage
_Musicana
Theatre On Park
Grapefruit Production
Annie Russell Theatre
Edyth .Bush Theatre

Discount
Reg:
6.00
8.25
Available at half price
3.50
3.50
3:50
3.50
3.50
.2'.50
2.50

2.00
2.00
·2 .00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

13.00
10.75
7.50
3.00

10.00
9.00
5.50
2.00

Discounts available at box
office with U.C.F.1.D.

CA~ POOL LIST-Want to share the expense of riding to school?
Stop by and check out our carpool list.
ROSIE O'GRADYS-We have a limited amount of half off member·
ship cards for Rosics. Stop by and save!
YEARBOOK·Sal~s are going fast so order your 1980 yearbook today!
Only 280 yearbooks remain . .Cost is only $11 00.
. .·
·BABYSITIING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE·Available to
students who wish to earn ~xtra cash .part-time or need these services. ~
LAMINA'flNG SERVICE-We laminate photos, diplomas, and
documents on wood palques at the lowest cost avai lable.
·

Centralized Services is located in the Viii
age Center,Room217. Ph-275-2191~
Mon.-Fri. from 9a.m. to Sp~m.
Sp.m. to 9p.m.--v.c. fa-nt desk
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If the Olympic teams were made up
of politicians, then it would be just fine
for them to decide to boycott the summer games. The men and women who
are trying out for the team have been
training and preparing for it for four
yea rs, going through very tough
physical tests and now at the last
minute the politicians are going. to pull
out of the whole thing for political
reasons. These . men and women are
~ot politicians; they are ha.rd working
athletes and for some of them, it's the
la.st chance they'll have at the Olympics.
Many of these athletes have postponed professional and personal goals
in order to represent the United States ~
in this athletic competition.
Unselfishly, they have moved to Olympic
training areas, where some of them
worked to support themselves while
they trained for the Olympic games.
For these people, the chances they
have at their· ultimate dreams coming
true are being crushed, and they're
being called unpatriotic besides.
-The fuct that the-United St-ates wants
to make an impact on the Soviet
. Union, and make them think we are
really serious is ridiculous. As one of
the women training for the trials said,
"Russia is just going to laugh at us."
First of all, we are allowing them in
the country for the Winter Olympi s.
If we really were going to make an impact on Russia, we would either torbid
them to attend the games in the United
States or would pull out of all the
games instead of just the Olympic
games. Those training for the summer
games can sit and watch their U.S.
teammates participate in the winter
games, thinking they cannot support
their country in the Olympi<;s because
their country doesn't want them to.
When it comes right down to it, none
of the __games should_ be boycotted.
There must some other way to show
the Soviets we'r~ serious without
penalizing our athletes.
· If the only reason for these games is
political ventures, then why are these
men and women giving up everything
and making all thesP. sacrifices for
th~ir country?
Laura Hoffman

Lett~r
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Letters to the editor must he delivered to the Future by 3'
·p.m. on the Monday prior t~ publicati~n t,o ~e considered
for the issue. Letters must bear the writers signature and
phone number. N a~es will be withheld upon request. The
Future reserves the right to edit letters. ·
Mailing address: P.O. Box 250'00, Orlan.do, Flor~da 21816.
Editorial office phone: 275-2601. Busmess office phone:
275-2865.
This public document was promulgated ·at an annual cost of
$78,893 or 6. 7 cents per copy to inform the university
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893 defray
72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through
the Activity and· Service Fee as allo·c ated by the student
government of the University of Central Flo~__.

Deanna M. Gugel
Business Manager

University of Debra L. Schwab
entral Florida
\lanaging Editor
Mary Wilson

President Carter's call to boycott the
summer Olympic games, and his appeal to other nations to do the same,
should be heeded not because of any
potential impact on freeing the
Afghans from Soviet intervention, but
be ca use .of its promise of rallying international condemnation of a series of
Soviet sins.
No ·one .seriously argues that if we
pull out our shotputter, or our gym~
nast, they'll pull out. their 85,000
Russian troops in Afghanistan. Nor
are they likely · to fully and
shamefacedly admit to sponsoring
Cuban intervention in Ethopia's 1978
war with Somolia, Vietnam's invasion
of.Cambodia, or South Yemen's attack
on North Yemen in 1979. The promise
of an en masse boycott lies in its impact on pride and pocketbook, rather
than policy.
The U.S.S.R. is counting on the use
of the 1980 summer games as a
worldwide propaganda tool, making
th.is year's Olympics inherently
"political." Media coverage of Soviet
preparatiqn for the games cites examples of ideological as well as capital
investment. Customs officials will stop
western contact ·-such as newspapers and 1!1agazines at the airport.
~oseow's . youtlis WTIToe "sent -to
summer camp" during the Olympics. '
Amnesty International h~s charged the:
Soviets with beginning a ·dissident:
purge with more than 40 arrests in,
recent months.
Are these merely·
reasonable security measures, or is the!
Soviet Union assiduousl y striving to.
present · a scrubbed-face image of
national unity before international
cameras?
According to N ewsw eek coverage of
the Soviet preparation for the O~ympics, the Soviets have ~xpressed their
view of the political significance of
hosting the' Olympic games in their
1980 epition of the Book of the Party
Activist.
It notes that "the acute
ideological struggle between (East and
West) directly affects the cli.oi ce of
cities for the Olympic Games, the
program of the competions. the
· Olympic boycott, page 19

UCF needs to grow physically

.Editor:
you noticed how crowded your classes .are? The
I am simply amazed at the policies of this school is plowing 50 students into classes
sghool._ We are a growing coHege, heralded. as
designed for 30. · And who suHers.? We, the
'fHE futu~e college of Florida; ·yet, it we·continue student body. \Instead of the Student Union now
to proceed haphazardly down our present path,
being conslructed ~ehind the Library, how about
we are sure to reach a dead end.
more classrooms?) .
.
.
Since President (Trevor) Colbourn has been ·in
. In their infinite wisdom, the upper echelon of
office, the school has received much favorable
the school's management hierarchy has decided ·
publicity. The football team had a winning
to build new dormitories. Great! But these new
season, and the school's na~e change was
dorms, costing millions of dollars, will hold apgenerally well-received. That's great, but let's
proximately 450 new students. That brings the
not let these events cloud ·ou vision so we can't total on-campus housing facilities up to around
see the symptoms of problems ahead.
900. With around 13,000 students enrolled, does
One such area is the school's academic and · this seem enough?
social capacity. . The 'school's growth. in
Does President Colbourn really think people
enrollment has not been amtched with g.rowth in
are going to travel miles around to come to UCF
housing or educ·.t·:rmal fa_:--icities}-I~ven't most of
~~!_h_,__page 14
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Officials invite sfudents
to· SG-sponsored forum
Editor:

and the exercise trail have been impfomented under the Executive Branch ·
of the Payas administration.

We believe that Student Government
has made more progress this year than
any other to meet the needs and concerns of the students on our campus.
Important new programs such as legal
aid, dental aid, the Student Directory,
East-West Expressway ticket discounts·

Homecoming
Committee
.did great job
Editor:

Congratulations are in order to the
Village Center Homecoming Committee for an outstanding job with this
year's Homecoming.
Months and .
months of organizalional efforts
culminated in an enjoyable and
memorable week for us all.
The following individuals deserve
our deepest gratitude: Kim Albritton,
chairman; Rosemary Johnson, cochairman; Victor Collazo; Mark Bender; Debbie McCarty; Beth Hune;
Chris Wilson; Mark Glickman; Fred
Kittinger; Doria Besse; Doug White;
Paul Franzese and Cathy Kane.
Armando Payas

Within weeks, the students of UCf
will see the first concerts to be offered
by Student Governl!!_ent in several
years. Within months, Student Government will move to provide the students
with extension of Library ·hours and
improved .recreational facilities at
Lake Claire. Many projects have been
accomplished, but much more is planned by Student Government to serve
the students on this campus.
One of the keys to any successful
Student
Government . is
communication. Maintaining open lines of
communication and information between the students and Student Government is vital if we are to accurately
and completely represent your views,
interests and concerns. Because we
place emphasis on listening to your
opinions, Student Government has set
a date to hold a public forum so that
you 1 may voice your concerns and
questions on campus p-ro~lems .
This public forum wiTI be held Feb.
25 at i p.m. in the Village Center
Assembly Room.
Members of the
Student
Government's
Executive
Branch will be on hand to give presentations on some campus problems and
to answer your questions. We look
forward to seeing you at this public
meeting ..
James Blount, Student Body Vice
President
Dave Lenox, Student Government
ComP,troller

Parking IOt desig~er
must be laughing ha·r d
Editor:

I think there must be .a Great Parking Lot Designer in the Sky, and if there is,
he's in hysterics. UCF's parking d.isaster has got to be a student's nightmare-cometrue. ·
·
It is a beautiful example of highly-controlled and well-organized insanity. I have
seen mild-tempered university students turn into Quasimodo in their vain efforts to
find a parking space. Eyes bulging, nostrils flaring, teeth gnashing, they drive
around the lots until they fall upon some hapless fellow student backing out. A
lioness guarding her cubs has nothing over a student-turned-monster, guarding his
new found parking space against would-be intruders.
·
Ah! But thqse are the lucky ones. They have co,nquered a space on the macadam . .
The rest of us poor slobs must park axle-deep in the sand, miles away from the
nearest 7-11. All is not lost, however. Look at the exercise we get jogging to class
and pulling our cars out of the sand.
One question: Why is it that everytime I find a pseudo-parking space that is
almost convenient it suddenly gets roped off? What, may I ask, is the higher pur,
pose?
This little parking area I found was unscathed by our cars. It seemed proud to be
used and happy to serve. Then some higher authority put a rope around the area ..
Somehow I get the feeling that my car, comfort and classes are being shunned for
another UCF motor scooter lot.
Oh well, tomorrow's another day. Maybe I'll find a space and make it to class on
time. I'd deciare it the Miracle of 1980. Someone up there must be laughing.
L. Deichman

\

"Say It With Paraphernalia"

SEEDS & STEMS
The Low OverHEA-D SHOP

. l/,>e~

'\>~

·FREE FACIAL

Ladies Night but you're uptight
Relax, enjoy a free facial.
Then boogie on down and tear up ·t he town,
Cause baby, you're something special~ ·
Your Consultant for U.C.F. is Brenda
273-4617 after 4 pm and Vicki at 273-11248.

Five good reasons

•

c ·H EAP!
Cheap Pipes & Papers
.Cheap Straws!
Expensive ones, tool
Posters, Maps, & Tapes~ries
for your walls
Indoor growing kits
f or·vour·closet

BELTS-BUCKLESPURSES-T-SHIRTS.B OOKS & ·c oMIX
· --next to the University lnn-11631 E. Colonial Drive
275-0350

I

why you should choose
Criterion Auto Insurance!
I. Criterinn is a highly regarded, finan. cially :1trong company which speciaF ies in automobile insurance
pr_ot ·~c1 ioi:i.
2. Out ;tanding claim service is provided by over 2,500 professional
claim representatives located
throughout the country.
3. Criterion offers · a complete ·line of
con!fages to protect you, your family and your car.
4. A convenient payment plan is available to help your budget.
5. A i:::;riterion policy will protect you
no matter where you drive in the
United States and Canada.
Call today for a free, personal rate quota.t ion. Of course, there is no obligation
of any kind.
.
.
- · . CALb-1Jl~:i1'¥ ~ . ····· .
· :- JIM RJC~ARuSqN ..
,
~l&~.Jii,+' ORWU!A;ff•

~ gf~~~~.~~g~
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Cross-country, women's soccer added to UCF sports roster
by Doug .Marks

Addition of the two programs will cost about- $9,000 total , which will come
the Athletic Department.'s 1980-81 budget.
According to O'Leary, the National Coll giat Athletic Association has
required member schools some time ago to increase the number of sports offered
from four to six, prompti.ng UCF to add two more sports.
Since then, the.NCAA has changed the requirement back to four, but O'Leary
said, "Of course we're going ahead with the new sports."
Moon added, in reference to the Title IX requirements to increase the nu~ber of
women',s sports, "Ladies are expected to get as much attention as men."
I from

Dia_!le Taylor
staff writers

Women's soccer and cross-country for both men and women will be added to the
UCF sports program next fall, according to Athletic Director Jack O'Leary.
O'Leary said Baseball Coach Bill Moon also will be coaching cross-country. .
Moon has not begun scheduling, but when the season starts in the fall, he hopes
to host two meetsatQCF. ·
"RESPONSE FROM both men and women has been fair to disappointing,"
Moon said. Anyone interested in participating should contact Moon.
Moon said he woul~ like to ~et at least 10 men and 10 women to run for the:
team.
Men's Soccer Coach Jim Rudy will be coaching womei:i's soccer, according to
O'Leary.
Rudy said he is very optimistic about the women's soccer team. "Jt is the fastest
growing women's sport in the country," he added.
FOUR GAMES are scheduled for the fall season, so far. Rudy said more games
will be added to the schedule ,in the spring.
Rudy hopes to ~ave a state invitational either here, or at the University of
Florida, and then a.state tournament ".to wrap up the season."
Rudy said UCF will be recruiting ·from
over the country, and intends to have
all freshman players so he can "create his own team ."
He would also like to recruit from the Orlando area, and noted that Orlando
··already has four women's soccer teams.
- RUDY SAID four tuition scholarships will be offered the first year. M_oney is
limited because ·it is a fledgling program.

all

Athletic Announcement
The Athletic Department would like to repeat last

w~ek's

announcement that ·

~tudents arriving at the Wednesday night . UCF/Rollins game carrying flags,
1

·
posters or banners will not be allowed to display them.
Stud~nts should not attempt to buy tickets at the gate si'nce all have been sold.
I.D. cards will not be accepted as passes to enter this game: Viewing· of the game
will be provided by closed circuit television in the ~afeteria.

DENTAL
AID
Call now for your appointment to get your teeth examined. The
office is open Mon.-Fri. from 1 to 5p.m. The doctor is only in
on Tuesday and Friday to examine your teeth. X-rays and further diagn<!sis will be the latter part of the .e xam. This service is
free ~o al~ students. · iocated in V.C. 2 l 9--Ph-275-2413.· Spon·sored by S.G.

The brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha
wish their Little Sisters
a Happy Valentines Day.
We love you.

The Brothers of·
Kappa Sigma
wish their Little Sisters a
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY:

PLITT REDUCED
TICKETS AVAILABLE
FROM STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
OFFICE.
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Connally addresses
Central Florida press
by Barbara Cowell
aa•oclate editor

Republica)1 presidential hopeful John Connally addressed Central Florida
newsmen at the Harley Hotel in Orlando Tuesday evening.
·
.
Connally began by explaining that although he is running behind both Ronald
Reagan and George Bush, he could still be nominated as the Republican party's
candidate.
"The nomination will be de~ided in Detroit," he said. "I could lose Florida-in
March and still win the nomination."
·
Connally ~lasted Carter and his foreign policy. When asked how he would be
handling the Iranian crisis, Connally replied that had he been president, there
wouldn't have been hostages in Tehran .
· "Carter was warned by the CIA one, two, three times about letting the shah into
the country for medical treatment," Connally said. "I agree the shah should have
been allowed into this country, but the embassy should have been secured."
Stating that Carter's foreign policy is full of bluff and bravado, Connally cited
_
the reasons for needing more power in the Middle East.
"I know and the Soviets know about the blu.ff and bravada . If I were president, I
wou1d create a fifth fleet and put ·people all over the Middle East. Everyone
ridiculed the idea before. Now they're for it," Connally said.
Carter's comment on learning more about the Russians in just a few days of
crisis than he learned in six years of detente didn't surprise Connally. "He has had
a misconception of them. He didn't know what kind of people they are, how they
operate," he said.
Connally sa id he feds Carter's popularity is. a result of the surge of patriotism in
the country. "I haven't ruled Kennedy out of the campaign," Connally said.
"One day those hostages will come home and then the president will have to talk
about inflation, big bureacracy and la-ck of tnilitary capability. His fortune could
turn around as quickly as it arose. Don't think Kennedy is out of the race-I don't."
·-·
.. __
Co~nally, page 19

•
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Student Body VP Jim Blount tries one of the -stations of the exercise
·
trail which opened Wednesday.

Growth

from page 8

(at $1.20 plus for a gallon of gas) so
they can park. a mile away from their
classes ai;id then be packed into a
classroom like a sardine? Why doesn't
the school build larger dorms, instead
of parking lots, so that a larger percentage of the student body can live on
campus and at the same time alleviate
the ludicrous parking ~ituatio!1? _ _

WATERBEDS

Sale ·

$25.00
King, Queen, Double, Single Sizes
20 Year Guarantee (39.95)

This brings me to the good old men
in blue (the UCF ·Campus._Folice).
Recently, I found myse1f at school out
of gas . Fortunately, I thought, I can
call the Campus Police emergency
number for some help . Well, after explaining my situation, I requested a lift
to the n-;;arest gas station. This request
was flatly denied on the grounds that
"it's not their function to be taxicabs."
Is it not a function of the poli~e · to
assist individuals in an emergency?
What about simple humanity? Do
these officials stop being people w·hen
they put on their uniforms? Su rely,
they must have other things to do than
write tickets all day.
Clearly, there are problems at UCF
which the management of this fine
school must deal with. However we
the students must also become inv;lved
in what's going on. No one has· al1 the
answers, so why assume the staff a·t
UCF does?
·
If there are things here at UCF you
d_o n't like, let them be heard. If you do
not speak, no one will listen.
·
John Buscemi

HEAR YE!
When you're thinking about college
you've got to be thinking about money.
Lots of mo·ney these days. Coll~ge is
also a good reason to think about the
Army. Yes, the Army. The Army's
EducationaJ Assistance Program is
available not only for 3 and 4 year
enlistments, but now in special career
fields you can do it in two. You can
accumulate well over $7,000forcollege
in that short time. Ask your Army
Recruiter for the details.

This is your big opportunity to ask
questions
concerning
Student
Government issues such as the
pa.rking 's ituation,
concerts
at
U.C.F., and views on the semester
system. Meet your senators and S.G.
offi_c ials at the ·

S.G.·
PUBLIC FORUM
Monday, F~b. 25
1 :00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
VCAR .

CALL OR VISIT:

OR

Suite 105, Southland
Bldg, ~699 Lee Rd
~-~inter Park
645-1492
1011 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
898-2769/89?-2760

Refreshments will be served.

_

~ights

12
and Sounds
Student critics review
thespian's production
Future
February 15. 1980
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Kim Besuden ta~es a breather from· her recorder during a recent.
basketball game. She was performing with a group of students from
Patricia Stenberg's recorder class.

Editors note: While some students
are learning the art and craft of the
theater other students are learning the
trade of critics. The following are excerpts from some of the reviews written
by a critical writing class about the
current UCF production "Gaslight."
It is recommended you judg-e the
play for yourself tonig~t, tomorrow or
Feb. 17. Curtain time is 8:30 p. m. in
the Science Auditorium.
"Gaslight"is not a play that will
dramatically brighten your eveni11g,
but it will illuminate; ploy by ploy,
how a tense melodrama is composed.
The cast did a good job in performing parts of the play. There were
moments of excellence, particularly by
Candice Critchfield as Mrs. Manningham anq Warn~n French as the dapper
and I far 1 from uncouth sleuth
detective Sgt. Rough.
Deane Jordan
The play makes for an unenticing
evening to forget. Warren French,
sums it up best in one of the closing
lines. "I guess I've given you the most
horrible evening of your life, of ·
anyone's life," he says.
· The only bright spots in the play are
the superb acting of Candice CritchfieJd as Mrs. Manningham and the
realistic Victorian setting.
Fred Lee
John Bishop is clearly miscast as the
strong domineering husband who
humiliates his wife in front of the servants.
He shouts and pushes her
around with an unbelievable lack of.
authority. We are left wondering why
Mrs. Manningham doesn't knock him
down and throw him out.

University Theatre has a play to be
proud of. While the entire play takes
place in one room, the set was outstanding.
.
Mark Schledorn
Mary Ippolito, as the saucy and insolent Manningham maid Nancy, gets
better in her role as the show
progresses.
At the beginning, the
audience cannot be sure if she's spiteful
or just playful. Near the end of the
play, however, s~e becomes comfortable with the vamp role she should
have played throughout the production.
Linda Holmes, as Elizabeth, commands the audience's attention
whenever she is on stage. She delivers
her lines with special intonations,
allowing the audience to understand
subtle things they should know in th.e
plot.
.
Backgrounds music played between
acts helps prepare the audience for the
tense mood present throughout the
play.
Deanna Gugel
Candice Critchfield gave a riveting
performance with her portrayal of a
woman who is driven to the brink of
madness by her criminally-inclined
husband. Her talent and stage presence
kept the play moving at a pace which
held audience interest. It was an unexpected pleasure to find an actress of
her caliber in a college production.
The use of English- a~cents. seemed to
pose a problem for some of the performers, though not all of them.
"Gaslight" is well done, on the
whole, and is worth setting aside an
evening to see. ·
Carla K. Roberts

The Jam brings mod revival with new wave sounds
The current mod revival in Engla!ld
was anticipated by the Jam 1 the
sem'inal new wave trio, who with
their fourth and finest album yet, "Setting Sons," prove they have transcended
the
genre ·completely.
· Guitarist/songwriter Paul Weller,
bassist Bruce Foxton and drummer
Rick Buckler have created the band's
most mature, coherent statement to
"Setting Sons" detalls Paul
date.
Weller's
obsession
with
aging,
loneliness, middle class rites and his
own alienation from his peers.
The initial single, already an English
hit, is "Eton Rifles," a parody of life
during wartime, as is the satiric "Little
Boy Soldiers." The group's loving
treatment of "Heat Wave" recalls
similar efforts by bands like the early
Who to evoke the spirit of American
soul and rhythm and blu~s with an
urgency that is up-to-date. As a special
added bonus, the American version of
"Setting Sons" includes the English
single, "Strange Town," never released
before in the U.S.
Despite their youth, the Jam have
been playing together as an ensemble
for almost seven years. Drummer
,Buckler, 24, first got together with
· Wel1er in the music room of their
school when they were 15, "jammed"
on a bit of rock n' roll and the group
was born. Eventually bassist Foxton,
24, and another friend who played
lead guitar joined up, and the quartet
began playing youth clubs in their
hometown of Woking. At that time,
Bruce played rhythm guitar and Paul
played bass. A year later, after the
l;iand managed to secure a few dates in
London, their lead guitarist left, and
the Jam became a trio, with Paul
picking up a Rickenbacker guitar and
Bruce a bass.

ALONG WITH THE Clash and the
Sex Pistols, the Jam was one of the f.irst
of the new bands to come out of
England, and also one of the first to
tour America. Their live shows are
kinetic, exciting bashes, with the trio
demonstrating a tightness that comes
from growing experience. Although
the first three albums "In The City,"
"This Is The Modern World" and "All
Mod Cops,'" were universally praised
by the critics, the Jam had problems
relating to American audiences and
vi-ce versa . "As far as we're concerned,
if ,people accept us there, great," explains Weller about the Jam's
American invasion, "but I'm not going
to tour there six months of the year.
It's such a conservative country. I'm
not willing to make the compromise.
It's really easier for someone like Elvis
Costello because he's always had that
Americanized sound anyway."
The . Jam express the concern of
motherland with an almost toocolloquial bent. The band has even
been accused of being a sixties
nostalgia outfit, a label Weller
vigorously disputes. "I mean, we're
really inspired by certain aspects of the
sixties, superficial· things like clothes
and music, but we updated that stuff.
It's not revival. How can you revive
something you 9on't remember in the
first place? I'm just as inspired by the
seventies people, contemporary _bands
and Bowie. I draw on influences from
everybody.''
Certainly the Jam has matured from
the full-tilt anger that characterized
"In The City" to the eloquent conciseness of tunes like "All Mod Cons."
"English Rose," "The Place I Love,"
"Down In The Tube Station At Midnight," "Thick As Thieves," "Private
He11," "Wasteland'.' and "Saturday's

Kids." Both "All Mod Cons" and the
new "Setting Sons" express this
developing maturity. Weller states,
''Obviously when we started off three
and a half years ago, there was that
anger of wanting to prove ourselves. I
thought we had some great songs, like
'In The City,' which I could sing with
conviction at the time. But, I really
can't now because it would be
dishonest if I did. I've got to find a
way of writing about things wh~ch
really inspire me, but also remain
honest_t<? _my_fans anq mys~lf.

"MELODY IS very important to me,
as a way of communicating more than
anything else. A good melody is a
form or plane ·of communication
which everyone can relate to. I've
always been a Beatles fan, and I also
like the old Tamla and rock steady
stuff. When I first started writing, it
depended on what I was into that
week. If I was listening to Otis Redding all week long, then I'd write an
Otis Redding-type song, and so on," he
said. 1

-·

Photo by Marsti.11 H11mlln

Dale Krantz and Gary Rossington entertain a crowd at Gre;t
Southe~ Mus~c Hall Feb. 8 Rossington and Allen Collins pounded
out the hcks with the help of ex-Skynyrd keyboardist Billy Powell and
bassist Leon Wilkerson. This was their debut performance since the
fatal plane crash in 1977 that · took the lives of lead singer Ronnie
Vanzandt and guitarist Steve Gaines.
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Damsels s-eek rescuers

. by Rachel Platt
staff writer

Knights in shining a rmor have a rri ved in. Fl orid a to .rescue damsels in distres -·
except theselnights don't wea r any armor. In fact , they barely wear clothes.
These knights are known as The Male Factor, an all ma le dancing revue that
provides entertainment exclusi vely for women. Women of all ages, sizes, shapes
::ind colors.
·
The Male Factor consists of five young Central Florida men. . According to Dave
(founder and dancer), "Women ha.ve never had special entertainment for them.
Now ladies have a place to go and be entertained by" the opposite sex. It gives them
a chance to get together with their girlfriends, a chance to let loose and get rid of
their anxieties."
One woman said the wom·en behave "like they were at a Jordan Marsh sale."
But most of the comments were about the entertainers themselves--many of those
comments being sexist. Ont:: women comments, "I thought they were good," then
adding, "They were good dancers, too."
.
The dancers see themselves as entertainers, not go-go dancers or strippers. Thev
feel those titfes are inaccurat~ and condescending J.ob titles for what they_ actually
do. What they say they do is provide women with new and different entertainment. Dave described it as "entertainment that will keep them on the edge of their
seats."
Photo Mike Brown
Opening their recent appearances at Cape Canaveral's Soun<lstage G andOrlanChuck, a member of The MAie Factor, writes a ticket to one of the do's Park Avenue, the deejay shouts, "In every woman's fantasy there is a male
female-only audience at Cape Canaveral's Soundstage G; The Male factor. .." The rest of his message is unheard . Screams and applause begin because
The Male Factor is in sigh~. All five men are _dressed in tuxedo.s. ~nd a·re danr::ing'
Factor bare .to the briefs before soliciting tips from the audience who onto the stage to their theme song, "Ladi.es Night."
grab legs and pay for kisses.
Each member gets the spotlight for just a moment while he is introduced by
name. The applause increases for favorites of the crowd. Afte'r all are introduced,
they depart only to return one by one dressed up as characters.
Mike begins. He is dre.ssed as a puppet. His introduction by the deejay is "This
man will do exactly what you want." Women cheer when Mike begins to dance
and take off his clothes. When he finishes, he is reduced to his briefs and women
Governor Bob Graham · and the
Livestock Show and Osceola County
quickly get up out of their seats to place money .into them, They are rewarded
Florida Cabinet members recently
F(lir will be in progress at the adwith a kiss. Five-dollar bills will still only get you a kiss. But you don't have to
signed a proclamation designating
joining "Cow Palace," with selection
give money to get a kiss. All you have to do is sit ringside.
Feb. 18-24 as Florida Rodeo Week in
of Miss Silver Spurs as a highlight.
Joe is next. ' He is dressed as a construction worker and-come~ on stage to the song
honor of Kissimmee's Silver Spurs
The largest rodeo in the Southeast, ' "Macho Man." Joe adds more movement to his dancing, which draws extra .money
Rodeo, Florida's oldest professional
the Silver Spurs draws members of the
from the appreciative crowd .
rodeo.
Professional
Rodeo
Cowboys'
Chuck, the third dancer and an obvious crowd favorite, is dressed up as a
You can share in this tradition, the
Association from all parts of the
policeman. He begins by writing up tickets for ladies of. his choice. When he exits,
65th in the series that started in 1944, as
United States. Winners gain points for
he leaves a trail of bills behind him. His parents don't know what he is doing for a
cowboys and cowgirls ga th.er to com-~·
the national championships and share
living.
pete for points and prize money. at the
cash prizes totaling nearly $20,000.
· Rick then appears, in a black soit and tie. He goes into the audience and talks to
Silver Spurs arena on U.S. Highway
For more 'information on the rodeo
the women as he dances. His father supports his dancing, his mother doesn't. Af192-44 l betwe~n Kissimmee and St.
and tickets, call the Silver Spurs box
ter the show, very few notice him as he walks around the disco with a drink. ·
Cloud.
office at (305) 847-5113. Tickets are
The final dancer is Dave. He dresses as a rock star in a red body suit and gold
This year's winter rodeo will include
also on sale at The Western Corral in
cape. His mother. is dance director of the group.
.
three performances slated for 2:30
Melbourne, Orlando Fashion Square
After Dave finishes, the. dancers re-appear in their briefs. They begin on the
p.m. on Feb. 22, 23 and 24, plus
Ticket Agency, Streep's ·in Orlando,
dance floor and end up on tabletop.s with women grabbing at their legs and givfog
parades in both St. Cloud and KissimThe Western Gentleman in Dundee
up money for a kiss. The Male Fador then leaves, .each abouth .$ 30 richer from
mee at I 0:30 a.m. Feb. 22 and 23 .
and Altamonte Mall Ticket Agency in
tips. The applau~e continues after the_ir ?eparture in hopes they will rr~turn.
Altamonte Springs.
In addition, the Kissimmee Valley

Governor pro~laims Rod-eo Week ·

in ho~or of Silver Spurs rodeo

Wrigley's Believe-It-Or-Not
Won't Believe·This.

THE DIET 1!l!f

WORKSHOP~
J·ackets .
Warm-ups
Sweatpants
Sweatshirts
Hooded
Sweatshirts
T-Shirts

REG $16.95-25.95
REG $19.95
REG $7 .95
REG $7.95
REG $9.95

SALE$10.95-15.95
SALE $12.95
SALE $4.95
SALE $4.95
SALE $5.95

REG $3. 95

SALE $2.95

Sponsored by HILLEL Org.
Open To All
Starts Mon. Feb. 4th, 7:30 pm
UCF VIiiage Center VC 200
Call 869·8600

Invite the bunch .. . ·
. mix a great big bucket full of

20-30%0FF

·Open House Punch
· . Serves 32 . .. :tastes like a super cocktail!

BASKETBALLS-FOOTBALLS-SOCCERBALLS
BASEBALL GLOVES-BATTING ~LOVES-BATS

Smoothest, most delicious drink for any .crowd! ·
Mix in advance, ad.cl 7UP and ice at party time- ·
. and serve from the ·bucht. Looks and tastes great.
Recipe:

*SPECIAL*
35 Ft. Long Kites-Great for the Beach
Reg $6.95 SALE $3.00
Aloma Shoppln1 Center
Open Mon-Thurs 10 am tll 61.Frl 10 am tll 8
Saturday 9 tll '"
2063 Aloma Avenue
Next to Dunkin Donuts

Or:ie fifth Southern Comfort
·3 quarts 7UP
6 oz . fresh lemon juice
One 6-oz . can
fr oze n ora ng e juice
On e 6·oz. can fro zen lemonade
Chill mg red1ents. Mix in bucket.
adding 7UP last. Add drops of
red food colonng (optional) : stir.
Add ice. orang e and lemon
slices Puts punch 1~ anv par t,v 1

u-......,.,,...,.._.._...1'

Southern Comfort'
Nothings so delicious as Comforftl on-the-rocks!

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 80 100 PROOF l IOUEUR ST (OUIS MO 63132

,.
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Career day-------.-whic\l includ~ cutting down · on the
overseas Chrysler market, reducing
Chrysler costs by $1 million and improving operating efficiency. Chrysler
also intends to develop a new dealer
order system whereby Chrysler will
only produce cars when dealers need
them and not continuously.
Chrysler also has implemented a
nationai sales promotion called
"Chrysler Guarantees." This program
offers a 30-day or 1,000-mile money
back guarantee on Chrysler products,
a $50 offer to test drive a Chrysler
vehicle, service charge waivers· and
motor club rnember~hips .
In his speech and in the question and
answer period that followed, Kennedy
· gave insight into the future of Chrysler
cars. Kennedy said Chrysler will be
putting out a new station wagon with
front wheel drive because, "that's what
America will be turning to."
The outlook for diesel cars and electric cars is dim, according to Kennedy.
"We can't commit the diesel car to
production because the environmental
agencies are u.n sure about the

from page 1

emissions," he said. One electric car
has been delivered to the government,
but there is reallv not enough energy in
the battery, he added. New battery
breakthroughs are the answer, he said.
The other Career Day programs
were varied.
In the accounting
category, five presentations were made
which included . information on a
career with Big-8 firm, a local firm, as
a government accountant, as a bank
auditor, and with Disney.
The finance category included
career information on corporate
financial planning, and career opportunit~es in the securities business and
the real estate business.
incorporated
General
business
career opportunities with Pepsi Cola
and
with
the
Quip
systems.
The "Chrysler Today" program was In
. this category as was a program concerning civilian employment in the
military.
Management . · covered careers in
personnel management, and another
covered career opportunities in
marketing:

PARTY
atthe
Village Center

~FTER WE

BEAT ROLLINS

\Y.ednesday,Feb.20

BEER

/

All you
can drink

$2

United way
Goo.d music with the

TOGETHER ...
To Help People.

Rob Crosby Group
Sponsored by
Willage Center and Lambda Chi Alpha-

S6u~t&ern~
·-P.. ho.tQ·J
.
.
. ..
,P hoto ·su·p.pli.es:
·;c~tQ:er~•-. •:sfr~~,· ~~, Frame.s ···tfa.tt~.'l
.

.

.Portrait~
- - ·- -

Weddirigs •Passports &·1·}D/s
'Openf Mon·Sat 9-:'6
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CasaManca Clothing
Company .

1217 N. ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO, FL 32804

PHO~E'. (~~::;> 894-1936

Union Park Furniture's

BEDDING BONANZA

UCF
·Black Student Union

0

is sponsoring a ( )

-Valentine ''Sweetheart'' Ball
Saturday, February 16, 1980
Hi-Q, Quality Inn Hotel
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From9-2am
*Students FREE with ID
$2.00 charge at the door
(General Public)

D

· Dress: Semi-For~al
featuring: "Willie D"
From WOHL-Studio 13
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ENTIRE STOCK
NOW REDUCED
10% to 60%.0FF
RETAILNOTHING
.HELD ·eACKI

CHOOSE FROM AMEHICA'S
MOST RELIABLE
NAME BRANDS:

ENTIRE STOCK
· OF MEN'S SUITS
NOW
10% T0.40°/o OFF
• • REG. PRICE

•FREE GIFT WRAPPING
•FREE ALTERATION$
-

• FREE-HOT COFFEE
• EXPERT FASHION
CONSULTATIONS

ENTIRE STOCK
o·FSLACKS
· 10% TO 50% OFF · •
RETAIL PRICE · ••

OVER s1500°0 IN FREE
-PRIZES WILL BE
AWARDED MARCH 1st
Name _ __ __
Address _ __ __
City

State _ _

• Puritan • Arrow • Don
Loper • Angel Flights • ·
Sedgefield• Hickok•
Ocean Pacific• Camp•
H.1.S. • Danbury•
Wem.bley • D'avila •
Higgins •Allan Stuart'•
Hanes. • Sansabelt •
Career.Club • Hutspah •
Musk• S•E•X • Diccalo
Mondo
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Knights drop second game.to Florida Southern
-~--------------------------------------------------.....:

______________________.;.___________________________________

by Fred Lee
staff writer

.

It's tough trying to win a basketball game when five of your top six players have
fouled out. That's precisely the situation UCF Coach Torchy Clark faced Saturday night before a record crowd of 3, 163 in the UCF gym.
And Clark was not all pleased about the situation. "What I don't understand is
. we're not a fouling club," he said. "We play a tight 2-3 zone, and our stats show
we're averaging around 17 fouls a game. And then tonight they go out and call
whatever the number."
There were 35 to be exact, including three technicals. It was all a bit too much for
the
Knights, as a poised Florida Southern team racked up a crucial 101-92 Sun4
shine State Conference victory to clinch at least a tie for the regular season championship. The win also secured a first-round bye in the league's post-season tournament for the Moes, who are now 8-0 in the SSC and 19-3 overall.
JOHN EBELING and 'Kurt Alston were the stars of the show for Southern.
Ebeling led all scorers in the game with 29 points. His height and strength also
allowed him to pull down a game-high 10 rebounds. "This might have been
Ebeling's finest hour," said Southern Coach H~l Wissel. "He was just _terrific."
As for Alston, the 6-1 guard ran Southern's offense to perfection and tossed in
27 points.
The UCF offense, meanwhile, was something less than perfect. Florida
Southern led by 20, 8S-6S, with just seven minutes remaining. When the Knights
weren't losing the ball or fouling, they were attempting-:and missing-impossible
bombs from just inside the building. Bo Clark shot a miserable 8 of 22 from the
field . The Knights as a team were out shot by Southern SS to 48 percent.
THE FIRST of the Knights. to foul out was top rebounder Ruben Cotton. he
was fol lowed by center Dean Rossin, sixth man Roland Ebron, the cold-shooting
Clark and finally Gerald Jones with just 49 seconds left.
Pete Krull was the .o nly starter left when it was all over.
· The Mocassins started the game with a box-and-one defense. With this strategy
one player covered Bo Clark man-to-man while the other four employed a zone.
Brian Radon opened the game on Clark, but four fouls in the first half put him on
the benfill. Mike Hayes took over for a while, and eventually Southern fell back ir~
to a 2-2-1 zone when they built a lead.
Gerald Jones sharpshooting also convinced them to try something different . .
Jones was one of the few bright spots in the evening for UCF. Left partially open,
he hit 23 points to lead the Knights in scorihg. Bo Clark followed with 19, while
Pete Krull and Jim Beachum both contributed 14.
·
..
BEACHUM'S POINTS came late, in the second half, when UCF closed
Southern's 20-point lead to eight. But they could get no c1oser than that.
"I think this win will put us in the post-season tournament no matter what we do
the rest of the season," said Wissel. "We've beaten Centraf Florida twice. What
else do we have to do?" Southern was ranked number one in the nation in Djvision
II. UCF was second.
Three weeks ago Florida Southern beat the then top-ranked Knights 96-90 in
Lakeland. That loss was th_e first for UCF, Saturday's is the second. The Knights
now stand at 21-2 overall and S-2 in the conference, tied with Rollins for second.
AFTER THE game in Lakeland, Torchy Clark was upset about the number of
fouls called against his team. It was the same story Saturday. Clark vowed he
would not let referee Denny Herb of the Atlantic Coast Conference back in the
gym.
The trouble started mid-way through the second half when Herb called Clark
for a technical. The flabbergasted Clark called him over to talk and Herb refused.
Then the partisian UCF crowd got into the ·act by pelting both officials with ·
programs and newspapers .

Due Dunlop/Future

All American Bo Clark pouts as he looks up at the scoreboard after
fouling out of the Florida Southern game. The Knights lost the game,
'101-92. UCF travels to Dade City to take on St. Leo Saturday night.
Game time is 7 :30.

UCF 0-lympic hopefuls
train for competition
by Laura Hoffman

· · Carter suggested the United States
withdraw from the games. Teammate
Whatever happens with the 1980
Judy
Kapler added, "Many athletes
summer Olympics, men and women
athletes from all over the country will
were very bitter toward the goverbe effec\ed, including three from UCF.
nment."
T-erry Ivesdal, Mary Ann Welsh,
Welsh explained that what really
and Judy Kapler all were members of
hurts is that the American people feel
the l.JCF crew team. They dropped out
that they're being unpatriotic by wanof school, quit jobs, and moved up to
ting to go to the Olympics, "but really,
Philadelphia. When they arrived, they
we're very patriotic or we wouldn't be
began the tough challenge of training
doing it."
for the Olympic · Games and trying to
Each of the 0lympic hopefuls got a
support themselves.
from the President of the United
letter
The three r·o wed together in the
States'
·Olympic Committee, telling
-National Small College Rowing
them
to
keep training because they are
Championships in 1977 and 1978.
going to choose an Olympic team. ·
They came in first both years.
"There's still the Nationals to look
. Now, while training and being tested
forward
to, but when you've had your
·and training some more for the Olymsights
on
the Olympics, it's not quite
pi_c games, they don't even know if
the
same."
Welsh said.
there will be any summer games for
Kapler said she feels she's "on the
the United States.
line." She can see the side of the
"It's like training blind," said Welsh.
politicans
but said it's unfortunate if
"You don't know what to aim for,
you're
an
athlete
who worked so hard
and you don't even know what you're
to
train
for
the
games.
'"it doesn't
qoing it all for."
She said a lot of the athletes were . matter what we think. We have no say
to the matter." she added-.
depressed for a couple of weeks after
sports edltOr
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Torchy's men.stomp

Biscayne Bobcats, 89·75
by Vince Cotroneo
freel•nce writer

Knight Grapplers close
regular season at:7-9
· The Knight wrestling squad closed
their regular season last weekend with
a win over South Carolina State. The
Knights also dropped two tough matches to The Citadel and Appalachian
State, thus ending the season with a 7-9
dual match record.
Despite the two losses, UCF did have
some bright spots, as Bob Wimberly
won all three of his matches at 118
pounds, including one pin in four
min-utes in the match with Appalachian State.
Team captain Rich Dombrowski
also won with a four-minute pin in his
match against The Citadel, but he suffered his only dual match loss of the
season. He was disqualified in his
~ompetition with South Carolina State
as a result of an illegal hold.
Seni()r Doug Peters won two of three
matche.5, qµJjI)g . th~ wee}:c_eo.d meet ip ._,
ton, S.C., as he beat gtapplers

from The Citadel and South Carolina
State.
The Citadel avenged a loss earlier in
the season to the Knights, which UCF .
won handly, 40-12. UCF was without
the services of senior Trey Baker at 167
pounds, who sustained an injured
shoulder in practice earlier in the
week. Baker should be ready for the
regionals coming up this week.
UCF's Bart Biddle wo·n two matches
at 177 pounds as he pinned his foe
from the Citadel in two minutes and
30 seconds, while decisioning his opponent from South Carolina State.
Knight heavyweight Brian Parker
was victorious in his match against
South Carolina State, while collecting
a win via an Appalachian State forfeit.
The UCF grapplers travel to Benbrook, N.C. to compete in the
s th t
·
1 F b 16 d 17
rofuth ea~ em rlelgt1hona sthe K. . ahnt ·11'
• .r
ey '+o we
ere, e mg s w1
later viefo'fspdfftn"the"nattona~ u

.

When your team has been ranked in
the.top five the whole year, everybody
wants the chance to defeat you. That
almost was the case Feb. 6 in the Kennedy Center on the campus of MiamiDade Community College. ·The UCF
Knights escaped from .the upsetmind~d Biscayne Bobcats in another
Sunshin~ State Conference thriller, 8975.
,· The Knights played as if they were
looking ahead to their tough matchup
.with Flo~ida Southern, evidenced by
the 14 turnovers UCF committed.
The first half saw a battle of the
coaches' sons. Biscayne's Ken Stibler
Jr., son of Bobcat coach Ken Stibler
Sr., was elected to guard Torchy
Clark's son, Bo. The junior Stibler battied Clark up and down the court,
trying for various charging calls.
Clark won the battle, finishing with l 7
points, he also ended the game with a
sore right instep, however, the same instep that sidelined him for the entire
1977-78 season.
The Bobcats relied on the fine out-

side sh_ooting of their reserve guard,
Ted Mizerak, who ended the game as
high scorer with 28 points, to keep the
•
I
h
f
... . . game c ose.
Biscayne's c ances o an

upset seemed closer as the halftime
b_uzzer rang with the score deadlocked
at 46-46.
A halftime chat by Coach Clark
ignited the UCF offense. The Knights
jumped out with an 8-2 spurt and held
on to a lead they would never
relinquish.
Knight playmaker, Gerald Jones, led
the UCF attack with 27 points,
followed by Bo Clark wi~h 17. Steady
Pete Krull pumped in 16 and the jumping ·Ruben Cotton added 1S points
and nine rebounds. UCF was blessed
with both excellent shooting from the
field and the foul line. The Knights
ended the evening hitting 54 percent of
their shots from around the perimeterand 2S-29 percent from the charity
stripe, good for an 86 percent clip.
Once again, the Knights were haunted by the whistle of the referee. Ruben
. Cotton fouled out of the game with
3:20 remaining. Other UCF players
plagued by fouls were Pete Krull and
Dean Rossin, both with 4 fouls. Bo
Clark and Roland Ebron were whistled
for three. Ironically, the Knights won
the game at the free throw line, hitting
17 of 19 free throws late in the game to
give UCF their 89-75 win and thwart
Bisc~¥11~:s bj~.£ l ~J~P~ t. , .• ·1
~.
y

••,. .

-

,.
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Sluggers prepare for 1980 season
by Fred Lee
fireballers out of the bullpen.
The UCF baseball t~am finally has its opening
"This year our starters will pitch about five inday Feb. 21, and no one is more excited about it nings to keep down the opponents, and the
than Coach Bill Moon. The team has been prac- relievers will come in to shut the barn door for
ticing all year, and according to Moon , is eager to us," says Moon. "We'll rely on the pitchers to
throw strikes while we capitalize on the other
get started.
With 50 games on schedule he says, "It'll be a teams' mistakes and score runs. Four to six runs a
· chore and a grind, but the kids are looking for- game should win for us."
ward to it and so am I "
Moon says the infield is looking good andthe.
The Knights are hoping to repeat some of last outfield could be "the best ever." Starting are
year's sucesses when they finished with .a 27-16 Robert Smith at first base, Frank Surmaczewicz
record and went to the regional playoffs. It'll be at second, Butch Round at shortstop, and Glenn
much more difficult to get there this year because Miller rounds out the infield at third.
of the new format, Moon says. Last year Florida
The outfield has Sunshine State Conference
sent five schools to regional play, and this year honorable mention last year Bill Halpin in left
only two of the 10 Division II schools in the state field. Freshman Tim Foskett, who Moon says
will go.
may have been the best athlete in the Metro ConIn their own Sunshine State Conference, which ference last year, will be i~ left field: Another
many consider the strongest Division II league in freshman, Sam Nattile from Edgewater High
the country, the Knights will have to face a School will play right field. Moon says Nattile can
powerful challenge from Florida Southern, St. hit the ball -out of the park anywhere and will
Leo, Eckerd arid Rollins.
probably hit second or third in the lineup.
Moon says 4e feels Southern is one~ again the
The catching duties will be shared by freshman
team to beat in the conference. "They could be Jim Hawkins and Chris Jarmuz.
the best ever," he said. St. Leo will be t~e most
In addition to the large number of freshmen to
improved, and Rollins will be as good as ever give the Knights a new look this season are the
despite losing their whole pitching staff, he says.
new pants whic:h reach all the way to the shoes.
1_3oyd Coffie, Rollins coach, commented in a Baseball pants normally end just below the knees.
recent issue of the Rollins Sandspur that, "The
Moon says he feels this will not only look shar- ·
1980 Tars could be one of the better teams I've per, but will also let the players feel more free.
had in the recent years. This team has mo_re depth
"We've worn then two or three times and I
and versatility and that is the key this year." think they're much more comfortable than the
Florida Southern finished second among old style," he says. "Atter a while people will get
Division II teams in the nation last year. The used to them and find it doesn't deter, but just
four-time national champions lost 3-2 to adds color to the game."
Valdosta State in the national title game.
Included in this yeC1r's schedule are several
UCF starts the season with three straight home perennial powerhouses in Division I baseball, ingames ag}linst Washington & Lee Feb. 21, Tam- cluding Stetson, Columbia Uni.versity, University
pa on the 23rd and Florida Institute of of Pennsylvania, Iowa State and Florida.
Technology on the 24th.
·
"This will be a very exciting year for UCF
Moon will have to rely on his pitchers this year. baseball," says Moon. "Playing so many strong
.Karl Hodges, a right-handed sophomore, should Division I schools will put a little bit of fear into
be the ace of the staff. Pete Saxe and Tom Foy us, and that will make us play harder. The difhave also been consistent in the 8-1-5 pre-season:_ ference will be told when we start counting the
MikE> Miracle and Warren Pickett are the marbles."
st.ffwrfter

...

f

Winding Up
Joe · Russell, pitcher for the·
Knights, aims for the strike zone.
The 1980 baseball team winds
up their pre-season schedule with
eight wins, one loss, and five ties.
They will begin their regular
season Feb. 21 at home against
Washington & Lee. Game time
is 3: 15.
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The Arts
ANGELINA'S
SUB SHOP
16 Varieties

/

WE ARE NOW BUYING
Discount Tickets
Available from

Student Government
only$2.00

'
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MERYL STREEP

Best Northern Style
Subs. Try our Salads.
Tuna-Egg & Chef Salad
At Reasonable Prices .
~c~oss fr~m

UCF

Ph. ~77-3_;J50

HRS. MON-FRI 10-11
SAT. 10-10 SUN 12-9
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Coins - Stamps - Gold Silver - Jewelry - Paper
Money - Class Rings
$ immediate cash $
ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS
9804 East Colonial Drive
Union Park, Florida
PHONE 275-7300

Visa/MasterCharge Accepted
Also Lay-A-Way

JOHN Bf lU~HI

1941

WE Have a good supply of Coin and
Stamp Supples.
Variety of COLLECTOR PLATES

OPE_N.9:00 am to 6:00 pm

MONDAY THRU SAT
"
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WASH,

PRECISION
CUT,

CONDITIONER.
&BLOWDRY

'9.60
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Lady Knights top Division I Miami team
by Patti Linzy
staff writer

With less than a minute remaining in
the game, Stacey Reynolds laid in two
free throws to give UCF the extra in
lead it needed to defeat the University
of Miami.
Trailing by as much as 20 points,
and 34-2S at halftime, UCF came out
firing in the second half. With seven
minutes left in the game, the Lady
Knights· had pulled to within seven
points of Division I Miami. With under three minutes remaining, Dale
Zimmerman and M<'g Fahey both hit
two crucial foul shots to give UCF the
lead for'the first time since the opening
minutes of the game, 55-54.
After Reynolds' shots extended the
Knight lead to three, Miami's Sue Hart~
man was fouled and converted two
free throws to cut the UCF lead to one
point with 48 seconds left in the game.
Following the shots by Hartman,
Fahey missed a free throw, giving the
ball back to Miami. But a steal by .
UCF's Celestine 'Tiny' Wilson on a.
long ·in bounds pass wrapped the game
up for the Lady Knights, who just ran
the clock out.

It was an unusual contest for UCF.
Coach -Nancy Sirm'o ns put players in
positions they'd never played before,
and said everyone responded well:
"We were dead the first half," said
Sirmons. "But the effectiveness and
agressiveness of our press got' us back
in the game in the second half. That
yvas the difference in the game-the

-Brian LaPeter/FutUre

press. People played places they never
had, and they did really well. I think
everyone just got excited and got the
old adrenalin flowing. We w re a new
team in the second half."
The scoring was evenly spread
among 10 UCF p\ayers, with only
Mary Holapa breaking into double
figures with 10 points.
In other action last week, UCF
avenged a previous loss by downing
Flag! r 79-72.
Freshman Fahey
bucketed 24 points for the Lady
Knights, while Gayle Blutcher added
11, and Debbie Wilson dropped in 10. ·
In another sluggish start, the Lady
Knights turned on the scoring in the
second half with SS points to trounce
the University of Tampa 89-66. Blutcher led the scoring with 14 points,
and Tiny W ii son added 11. Fahey,
Sonya Manley, and Marcie Swilley all
contributed 10 points each for the
winners.
Next week, Feb. 21, 22, and 23, UCF
will host the Division II state basketball tournament.
Play will begin
Thursday morning with five games
scheduled. Games on Friday will be
played a.t S, 7, and 9 p.m.~ with the
championship contest set for Saturday
at 7 p.m. Admission per day is $2 for
adults and $1 for students.
Among the teams entered are
Bethune-Cookman, F.lorida
A&M,
Stetson,
UCF,
Flagler,
Florida
Southern, Rollins, University of Tampa and Florida International University.

Men·' s tennis team
remains unbeaten

UCF's Marcie Swilley gaines control of the ball -from Tampa player.
The Knights came from behind to win the game, 57-56.
by Jim Ames

Southern

staff writer
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Bo Clark and Pete Krull were also hit with technicals.
On the Southern side, Wissel was called for one technical foul. The first foul of
the second half against the Moes was whistled with 10: 12 to play. "We don't foul..
We teach our guys not to foul," said Wissel.
He also had something to say to the timekeeper. Wissel felt the seconds weren't
being accurately ticked off late in the game. After a short discussion he shouted,
"You're a cheater!"
·
The .{(nights are home for the last time this season Wednesday against arch-rival
Rollins College. Tip-off is at 7:30 p .m .

WARNING:
The lvoryTower
is about to
··collapse.

The men's tenr:iis team kept · their
s~ason slate clean as the Knights main-

ta inee! their cool to secure a 9-0 win
over a solid Birmingham Southern
team last Thursday.
At number one, Tom Lucci got off to
a slow start but came back to beat his
emotionally rattled foe 2-6, 6-3, 6-2.
. Kyle Langill took a tiebreaker in the
first set and out-stroked his opponent
.in the second to notch a 7-6, 6-3 win.
Dave Chafe won in the third set, (one
of the five matches that lasted till three
in the afternoon) 4-6, 6-4, 6-1. He
remaii;is undefeated for the year, along
with Lucci and Chappell. Chafe's opponent used an orthodox style but was
consistent enough to make the talent~d

freshman go three sets.
Eddie Krass. took only two set and
won with match scores of-7-6, 7-6.
Gilbert Chappell followed Krass's
form by winning in two, 7-5, 6-1.
Dave Stauble played good pressure
tennis as he pulled out a 6-4, 6-7, 7-5
win at sixth singles.
The team of Chafe and Krass took
the tiebreaker in the third set to win 64, 4-6, 7-6 at first doubles slot.
Langill and Stauble cruised to a 6-2,
-6-3 win, while Lucci and Chappell
sealed the 9-0 victory by winning with
scores of 7-S, 5-7, 6-1.
The ·super squad competes next in
the ·Sunshine State Conference Tournament to· be held Feb: 14-15 at home
on the varsity courts .

Announcing The End Of
The Dull Skull •••

It's your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? Because, the
older you get, the more it costs. And next
year, it's all up to you. F·i nd out
about College Master.

Plant a Free Mountain Hat on your noggin and
watch the fun begin! Zany styles to choose
from, complete with Antlers, Horns, or Wings!

Call t.h e Fidelity Union College Master®
Field Associate in your area:

And The Beginning Of Neat
FeetI
Now that you've got your head together, slip
your toes into a great-looking ·pair of Eskil's
Clogs and experience happy feet!

All the New Campus Looks Are
Waiting For You.At the OQ
.

~

-

or.inge quarter .
and Shops

.. ORLANDO AGENCY" 830-1326

..•

Downtown At Orange Avenue and Washington
2 Restaurants • Open Every Day B AM 'til Midnight
B Shops• Ope!"' Every Day 10 AM 'til .9 PM • Sunday Noon.'..til

s_ ·

.....
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Olympic boycott---------------""!'""-- &om pages
reporting ot the preparations and the
conduct of the Games. " Consequently,
"The decision ... to hold the Olympic
Games (in Moscow) has become convincing evidence of the ... correctness of
the foreign policy course of our country."

..

If the U.S. boycott gathers steam
enough to include several nations,
those indignant at extreme Soviet
militarism have a peaceful means of
expressing outrage, and making
ridiculous the assertion that international attendance supports the
"correctness" of Soviet foreign policy.
Nations such as Britain, Canada,
Australia, Egypt, China, New Zeland,
and Saudi Arabia have expressed
support for boycotting or · moving the
Olympic games. Israel,' Japan, Iran
and West Germany are considering the
option. If western powers and third
worl.d countries come together in a

boycott to an extent paralleling the
recent United Nations vote censuring
the invasion of Afghanistan, the
U.S.S.R. will suffer a diplomatic blow
to a U.S. advantage. The Olympic
. boycott is a rare opportunity to unify
politically disparate nations which
have previously been played against
one another as pawns in Soviet
strategy.
.
The major casualty in a bloodless
. boycott is the athlete. The United
States athlete, as most U.S. c.itizens,·
believe the Olympics . should be
apolitical Unfortunately, the ideal
they protect 'is theoretical rather than
actual.
The Greek model of the Olympics
temporarily suspended war among
city-states, while thrice in modern
times nations' wars have suspended the
Olympics. Israel was exduded from
participation in 1948 after threat of an

Connally - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e 1 1
When Connally was questioned about the draft for both men and women, he
responded that if he were president there would be neither a draft nor registration
until the chiefs of staff wanted it. "I wouldn't.draft or register women. We ha ve
always had enough volunteers. During World War II , the WA VE81tand WACS
provided an inva luable serviee ..,
·
.
Connall y also criti cized Carter's failure to keep wa tch ov~ r tro ubled a reas
around the world . "Jimmy Ca rter has said he's not worried a bout the Carribea n.
· He'd better wo~ry about the Carribean, as well as the East and the Far East."

permanent site would abolish the
inherently political decision made
every four years by the International
Olympic Committee as to what country shall host the games.
The United States athlete's ·personal
disappointment is as understandable as
it is - unavoidable. A moral stance,
whether made by the U.S. alone or in
tandem with other nations, is made
cheaply if made·without sacrifice. The
athlete is being asked to satisfy himself
with ayenues of international competition, other than the traditionally
heralded, traditionally-abused modern
Olympics.
Mary Wilson

Arab boycott; 28 African nations
boycotted the Montreal games, and l l
Israeli athletes were brutally murdered
in Munich.
The Greeks had something that we
do not, mutual assent as to the purpose
of the games. The Olympics have
become little more than a political
trump card which we now have the
opportunity to play.
Yet playing the hand of an international boycott, with the adoption of
Carter's suggested alt~rnative site and
establishment of a permanent location
for the games, could be an impetus to
"Cleaning up our international act." A

Fair-----__:;..-----~----=----frorn page I
be $75 for first place and $25 for
sponsored by local student chapters of
second.
' the various engineering associations,
An information table is to be set up
and the Florid;i Engineering Society.
in the second floor entrance to the
Engineering Building. The theme for,
this year's fair is "Engineers, a . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Renewable Resource." The fair is co1
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TYPING
ROOM

I

Located in the
Library-4th .floor
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

QUALITY CARE
FAMILY PLANNING
Speakers Service

BIRTH .CONTROL

g~boc

Gynecologists

{[:t@/inic
2233

l~t

KOAD. \'\.INTER PARK

COLD
BEER

Counseling

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249
.

PHY ~ l l

·2 .Convenient Locations:

11\N -'11\NM; t IJ

6432 E. Hwy. SO
277-9895

10406 E. Hwy. SO
277-9774

The typing room is available
to all students who need to use
the typewriters for class
projects.
Cartridges are
available for · free at the
Library front desk. The room
is open the same hours as the 1
Library.
I
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL

1980 ENGINEERS' FAIR
February 19 - 20 ·
9:00 AM -

Ejngineering Building
6:00 PM

•Free To All-Bring your
Friends
•Con tests! Student Exhibits!
Laser Light Show!
•Industrial Exhibitors-Come
see /the latest in Technology!
•College of Engineering Open
House.
·
.· •Noon Tuesday-Important
Speaker-Engr. 359

EVERYONE IS WELCOME! Tours available at Information Desk.

'

.....

VILLAGE CENTER EVENTS·
~~
~~t.,

Feb. 16 HiQ Hotel .

~~

VC Speakers Coinmittee Presents

Rape Prevention
Seminar
.

Black Awareness Week
V_
a lentine Ball

w/Jim Bishop of Crime Watch
Monday, Feb. 18 Noon -1:00 VCAR

The Popular Entertainment Committee & Y106

'PRESENTS

REMINDER
Auditions·are fast approaching Jor

An Evening With ·
Gene Cotton ·

Saturday, Feb. 16
8:00 p.m_.& 10:00 p.m.
Free w/UCF Student l.D.

Also needed:
Costume Head
Property Chairman
· Backstage personnel

G.P. • $4.00
Coming CQ.ncerts ;
Pat Metheny Group March 1 .
-

Call 275-2117
_
o r stop by VC 197 for information

Students w/UCF l.D. $5.50 G.P. $6.50

Harry Chapin March 10

Get involved in
~ musical comedy experience!

Students Free .w/UCF l.D.

G.P. $6.00

Victory Party following the~Rollins Game
The Rob Crosby Group

-til ·1:00 a.in.

VCAR & Courtya.r d · ---

$2.00 - all the beer yo.u can drink courtesy of Lambda ·chi
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THEATRE

VCAR 8:30 p.m~ Feb. 15 & 17
Students free w/UCF l~D.

G.P. $1.25
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VCAR 8:30 p.m. Feb. 22 & 24
Students free w/UCF 1.D.
T11e Village Cemer A crivities Board is fu nded
through the Activity and Service Fees, as
qllocat ed by tire Smdent Government of UCF.

G.P. $1.25

.

